Shooter’s Bookshelf
Quick Reads for Second Amendment Supporters

Gun Control in the Third Reich: Disarming the Jews and “Enemies of the State”
by Stephen P. Halbrook, Independent Institute, $22.95 plus S&H

Stephen Halbrook’s extensive research demonstrates how German government neglected to consider that law-abiding citizens would register their firearms when criminals and extremists would not. It took a mere 20 years for the right of private citizens to keep arms to be replaced by registration, confiscation and death camps. Besides Jews, whose property was taken or destroyed, “enemies of the state” included members of the opposing political party. Once disarmed, these groups could offer no effective resistance to the horrific crimes of the Nazi regime.

Stephen P. Halbrook is Research Fellow at the Independent Institute and author of the book Gun Control in the Third Reich: Disarming the Jews and “Enemies of the State.”